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I wish to make a submission on this application  the consent for which the council  is currently 
considering. 
 
Edward David Anderson 

 
 
I do not wish to speak at a hearing 
 
I strongly oppose the application primarily on environmental,  traffic and  social grounds. I am in no 
way a competitor of the mining company but make this submission as a West Coast resident and  
person who drives the West Coast Road frequently for family reasons. 
 
I oppose the application on environmental grounds. It is not possible that such deep  open mining 
does not affect the  hydrology of the area and so the environmental well being of zones adjacent  to 
the mine activity.  So adversely affecting and killing the native plants and animal  currently living 
there. This is not nothing 
 
I oppose the application on the grounds of the dense heavy traffic movements it will create on the 
Coast Road.  I mention tourists. This is currently listed of one of the ten best motoring drives in the 
country. So many truck movements will adversely affect the appreciation of the drive and so tourist 
numbers will fall. Whatever people say the West Coast is still heavily dependent of tourist income. 
It is also going to adversely affect me and older older drivers on the road worrying about trucks   
coming rushing round corners at us. For me this will make the drive a worry ,and no longer a 
pleasure. It is a sad day if the Council ignores the wellbeing of its residents in such cavalier ways. 
 
I oppose the application on social grounds. One of the functions of council is surely to look after  
residents. I am astounded the council will not much consider  the welfare of residents  who were 
there well before miners decided to make some money.  Surely the proximity of some houses within 
the noise  contours of the mine so many hours a day is a serious consideration. Why is the council 
not looking after its people and being so cavalier about their needs and wishes? 
 
 
                                 Edward David Anderson 
 
 




